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Introduction

Transnational movements, networks and relationships are everywhere in this “world on the move” (Williams & Graham, 2014, p.i1). Transnational peoples maintain relationships of interdependence and support with families and communities in their places of origin; often returning regularly, while making new lives and connections. Transnationalism is characterized by mobilities and networks; by social integration; by extended and extensive relationship ties of family, neighbourhood, religious faith or combinations thereof (Valtonen, 2008). While disciplines across the world including sociology, human geography and cultural anthropology engage with the implications of transnationalism (Bauböck & Faist, 2010), social work in England and mainland Europe has not achieved similar levels of engagement. As Cox and Geisen state: “…the social world is being transformed by migration and social work is playing catch-up.” (2014, p. i162).

The consequences of transnational movements are experienced locally, nationally and internationally; transnationalism borders both private lives and public policies (Barberis & Boccagni, 2014). Relationships, networks, social integration and social justice are among social work’s core concerns; the short and longer-term effects of transnationalism on relationships and on the social, institutional and political structures of social work’s contexts should be core concerns as well (An & Köngeter, 2013).
In this paper the author had intended to examine weaknesses in the current model of English social work education, arguing that it does not address transnationalism. Following this critique she intended to develop academic and practice curricula which centralize transnationalism. However, between submitting this paper (mid-June 2015) and revising it for publication (mid-July 2015), the English government decreed that The College of Social Work (whose guidance documents underpin English social work education at present), was to close (Brindle, 2015). At mid-July, the future of English social work education is unclear; for the moment many qualifying courses continue delivering curricula informed by College of Social Work guidances. Despite this bouleversement, the author remains intent upon examining weaknesses in what is still the current model, learning from errors and omissions. She then designs social work education for England with transnationalism as its overarching paradigm, highlighting some of the obstacles to achieving her design. She acknowledges the anglophone-centred nature of this paper and the dominance of English as a global language within social work and social work education. The relevance of language for transnational social work education is addressed further in the Discussion.

**Social work education in England: Background and Critique**

The global nature and impact of transnationalism (Castles et al, 2014), highlights its centrality for social work education and practice; transnationalism is a paradigm which forces re-thinking existing knowledge and praxes. Since 1989, social work education in England has undergone continuous reform (CCETSW, 1989), yet in the current iteration of social work education for England (TCSW, 2012a), business has been much as usual.

The College of Social Work (hereafter TCSW) was an independent body which assured standards for the profession in England. It produced guidance documents on compulsory
subjects for qualifying education (TCSW, 2012a). Each document is between two and four pages, written in a format set by the College and available from the TCSW website. They have been used by English social work educators in developing curricula. Out of the eighteen guidance documents there are two which address ‘Migration and Refugees’ and ‘International Social Work’, with mention of ‘migration’ in documents entitled: ‘Diversity and Oppression’; ‘Communication Skills’ and ‘Physical Health, Dementia and End of Life Care’. Documents reflect social work’s focus on refugee and asylum-seeking peoples (Cox & Geisen, 2014). Although ‘International Social Work’ refers to ‘migration’ as a global issue, transnationalism is not mentioned. No criticism is intended here of the guidance writers, who appear limited by the imposed format of compulsory subject areas for English social work education within a framework decided by the College.

However, scope exists for: “…learning opportunities in relation to …other ‘emergent’ user groups” (TCSW, 2012b. p.3) and practice placement guidances (TCSW 2012c; 2013) are more generally written. Currently, transnationalism is a lacuna in English social work. To address this lacuna, before asking what we want social workers to do, we must ask: what do they need to understand and to know?

**Beginning transnational social work education**

It is insufficient to insert the word ‘transnationalism’ into social work curricula and hope for informed transnational praxes. Transnationalism in social work education begins with qualifying students learning to think critically and analytically, challenging normative assumptions about transnational peoples. Developing students’ confidence in knowledge analysis and critique strengthens practice: social workers’ lack of knowledge about migration issues results in uncertainty in interventions (Masocha, 2014).
Critical and analytical thinking must be applied also to social work values, which perfuse both education and practice. In Johnson and Yanca’s (2010) categorization of values as ultimate, proximate and instrumental, social work promotes values which can be defined as ‘ultimate’; that is, abstract and easily agreed by many. Promoting ultimate values in social work education (the ‘what’), may result in overlooking the detailed ‘how’; the specific means by which instrumental values are realized. Values must be interrogated continually for their relevance to the challenges of transnational social work (Jönsson, 2014).

The failure of English and English-influenced social work education to overturn established norms and ideologies about differences is subject to frequent critique: for example, Brydon (2012). To address such critiques, social work educators must disrupt dominant political ideologies: communities, societies and nations are comprised of the descendants of earlier-arriving peoples and of recent arrivals (Cox & Geisen, 2014). Social work itself is comprised of numerous transnational peoples and social work educators must share with students something of our own and our families’ origins and histories, demonstrating the contributions of transnational peoples and their descendants, while encouraging students to explore and share their own. (In this globalizing world, many people are transnational or have transnational forebears: Kasinitz et al, 2008). Analysis of the relevance of Whiteness Studies for social work education (Jeyasingham, 2012a; 2012b) disrupts hegemonic ideologies about identities, assisting in moving students towards critically engaged transnational praxes.

**Transnational academic curricula**

Transnationalism must be integrated completely across academic curricula, including assessments, not ‘added in’ to one module: ‘Transnationalism and…’. A stand-alone module is insufficient too; both permit marginalization. Cross-curricula integration reflects more
fully the near-universal nature of transnational movements and their implications for social work. Transnationalism includes elements of both agency and structure; relationships and structures are being changed by transnational peoples in this interconnected world (Valtonen, 2008).

Incorporating knowledge about transnationalism from other disciplines (social development, human geography, world history, psychology) would also benefit the proposed academic curricula. Included also – but not limited to – are transnational movements as lived experiences and reasons for these movements, including: development-induced displacement; state failure; war; famine; pandemics; persecution and the hopes for better lives. Given the swift evolution of transnational movements, curricula must always have space to incorporate new learnings and for new theories to emerge.

**Transnational practice curricula**

The relatively non-specific placement guidance documents (TCSW 2012c; TCSW 2013) which address selection criteria for community-based placements and standards expected of students and practice educators, have facilitated integrating transnationalism into practice curricula, providing a baseline for transnational practice. Social work usually centralizes the needs of settled individuals, families and groups; however, considering Johnson & Yanca’s (2010) ‘instrumental values’ (the ‘how’), services should be designed and delivered for transnational peoples who are settling temporarily or in processes of settling permanently. Students in partnership with transnational peoples and practice educators can undertake service design and adaptation. Glick Schiller et al (1995) emphasize the agency of transnational peoples; thus the agency of children, young people, their families (Righard, 2014) and adults and older adults (Bolzman, 2014) will underpin students’ practice in communities. Such forms of practice will assist students in responding to expectations that
transnational peoples must assimilate into the prevailing culture, which is constantly self-revising (Kasinitz et al, 2008). Many qualifying courses already arrange transnational practice placements, with valuable learnings for students: see Ashencaen Crabtree et al (2014).

Discussion

In contemporary transnational contexts, English and English-influenced social work knowledge and practice are not universally applicable (Zack-Williams, 2006). There are discussions about whether the recent International Federation of Social Workers & International Association of Schools of Social Work (hereafter IFSW & IASSW, 2014) global definition of social work is possible, or desirable; differences exist between nations concerning the responsibilities of professionally-educated social workers (Jönsson, 2014). Given the foregoing, how do we improve understandings and knowledge, moving to action for change where required, so that transnational social work education becomes the ‘new normal’?

One answer is that English and English-influenced social work academic educators acknowledge that English social work’s cultural hegemony is neither appropriate nor viable in transnational contexts. English and English-influenced social work academic educators must begin surrendering our positions as framers of social work knowledge; relinquishing such power will be perceived as difficult, but it is necessary action. Looking outwards for ideas and knowledge to other nations and languages (for example, Köngeter et al, 2015), and adopting them, would demonstrate capacity to learn.

A second answer addresses the dominance of English as a global social work academic language. The author proposes that unless already fluent in more than one language, English social work academic educators learn one or more languages, or re-learn languages studied
previously. This proposal will be perceived as vexatious: many academic educators see ourselves as purveyors of knowledge - possibly being unwilling to learn languages, a field in which we did not or do not excel; and English monolingualism (British Academy, 2013) infects some academics. Despite these obstacles, such action - another ‘how’: Johnson & Yanca (2010) - would displace English from academic dominance, leading to conference and journal papers presented and written in numerous languages, with greater inclusion of contributors. Concurrently, language learning also becomes a ‘compulsory subject’ for social work students, to prepare them more completely for transnational practice. One obstacle is that current academic curricula are deemed to be crowded (TCSW, 2012a); another is English monolingualism (British Academy, 2013). However, as with space for academics’ language learning, space for students’ language learning must be made – these are among the ‘hows’ of transnational social work education.

A third answer addresses questions about how else social work academics might maintain and enact the profession’s social justice imperative. Becoming public intellectuals (Oh, 2015); bringing counter-balancing information about transnationalism into public domains by writing in the press and speaking with groups and communities outside universities should be considered as possibilities. Confidentiality can be observed, if specific examples are avoided (Betts, 2015).

**Conclusion**

England is both a sending and a receiving transnational nation: transnationality intersects with ‘race’, ethnicities, gender, sexuality, nationality, age and class backgrounds (Crenshaw, 2015) and transnationalism must be at the centre of future curriculum design and delivery in English social work education. In another social work context, Mlcek (2014, p.1984) asks:
“Are we doing enough?” In relation to transnationalism and social work education, this author replies: ‘No; we need to work on it much more.’
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